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Privatimus Appoints Peter Wolfsdorf as Head of
Executive Protection Training

Wolfsdorf is one of the most respected and renowned instructors in the field of Executive
Protection in Germany.

HAMBURG, Germany (May 20, 2015) – Privatimus, a provider of security
consultation, risk mitigation and protection for family offices, high net worth
individuals (HNWI) and corporate clients announced today the appointment of Peter
Wolfsdorf as Head of Executive Protection Training. Wolfsdorf, one of the most
respected and renowned instructors in the field of executive protection in Germany, is
now responsible for the entire range of executive protection training at Privatimus.
With extensive expertise from over 30 years within the security
industry, law enforcement, and countless operational deployments,
Wolfsdorf brings proven proficiency in executive protection in his role
at Privatimus. Wolfsdorf also studied Educational Science, and served
in the German military in diverse assignments (including Long Range
Recon Troopers and Military Police), during which he was also
delegated to official German special law enforcement.
At Privatimus, Wolfsdorf is responsible for the training of in-house
executive protection agents (EP Agents), as well as the protection
details and commandos of Privatimus clientele, and providing the
latest state-of-the-art techniques and solutions at a national and
international level.

Peter Wolfsdorf,
Head of Executive
Protection Training
Privatimus GmbH

Zeeshan Nasir, Partner of Privatimus comments: “We brought Peter Wolfsdorf on
board because of his comprehensive experience in training concepts for EP agents, his
excellent reputation as a qualified EP trainer, his extensive connections within the
executive protection community in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, as well as his
own specialized EP training facility and capabilities. He is an instrumental asset to the
Privatimus team and our private and corporate clientele in providing the best possible
training solutions in executive protection."
-more-
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About Privatimus GmbH
We are a company of high integrity, scale and reach. Since 1993, our experts have
provided security advice, risk mitigation and protection to family offices, wealth
management firms, exposed persons, high net worth individuals (HNWI), groups, and
corporate clients around the world. Everything we do in identifying risks, protection
strategies, operational security or background checks must be executed with pinpoint
precision.
Privatimus focuses on an exclusive group of high-profile clientele exposed in public due
to their professional activities, family history and wealth, or because of general public
interest. We have a worldwide network of experts who can work across cultures and
time zones to help ensure our client’s personal interests are protected.
Life Demands Perfection.
Visit us at: www.privatimus.com
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